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PURPOSE
This document highlights key elements of delivery vehicles (tank trucks) that will enable safe operations during bitumen
loading and discharge as follow:

Modes of loading:
• Loading by gravity from a secure platform in refineries and depots, by openin g a manlid on the top of the vehicle;
• Bottom loading is not recommended by Eurobitume for safety reasons. Tank truck is not designed for bottom
loading.

Modes of discharge:
• Pressure discharge;
• Discharge through ground-based pump;
• Discharge through onboard submerge pump.

BITUMEN TANK TRUCK DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
Regardless of the loading or discharge modes, Eurobitume recommends to pressurize or vent from the ground by means
of any suitable device to prevent the driver from climbing onto the tank during unloading operations. Loading must be
done from a secure platform.

Tank venting
• Before starting discharge operation the venting must be done from the ground by the driver.
• It is recommended to use ground vent tanks:
• To prevent falls;
• To prevent bitumen fumes exposure.

Vent valve
It is recommended to have tanks equipped with low pressure automatic valves between 0.25 bar and 0.5 bar to avoid
gas accumulation in the tank roof during transport in case of degassing of the product.
Opening on the tank roof must be correctly dimensioned in relation to the pump flow rate. The aperture must have a
minimum diameter of 75 mm to allow sufficient air flow in relation to the flow rate of the ground based pump used for
discharge, to prevent damage to the tank.

Tank pressure measurement
In order to enable the driver to carry out loading operations safely from the loading facility secure platform in refineries or
depots, the driver must ensure by means of any suitable device (e. g. pressure gauge) that there is no pressure in the tank
before loading. Then he can operate the pressure release valve located on the manhole cover and open the manhole.

Ladders
Access to the top of the vehicle should be restricted in order to prevent falls from high.
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